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Does your campus
assess/evaluate courses on
a yearly basis?

Does your
campus collect
assessment
data every
semester?

At Grossmont, any given course will have multiple SLOs. Each SLO for a given course must be assessed
at least once within a six‐year cycle and some are assessed more often. Each department has
developed a six‐year SLO plan that outlines the timing of the assessments and each semester the
department may typically be assessing SLOs in one or more courses.
This is exactly what we do at Cerro Coso, though it's on a five‐year cycle not a six. (see Grossmont)
At Santa Monica College, we have multiple SLO’s for each course that must be assessed at least once
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Program Review cycle. However, similar to MiraCosta, we would like to move to a 3 year timeline for
assessment and
review of both course and program SLOs.
At Santiago Canyon College, assessment activity occurs every semester. We have a requirement that
each course carries out SLO assessment at least once during the academic year. The goal is for all
outcomes to be assessed within SCC’s three year program review cycle. Program outcomes are assessed
similarly and analyses for both course and program outcomes are components of academic program
review
At Feather River College, we report on the assessment of course‐level SLOs at least once per each
comprehensive program review cycle (every four years), but individual courses may be reported on as
often as every semester if deemed necessary by program faculty. The assessment data come in every
semester, but not necessarily for all programs in a given semester
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At SWC, all course and program SLOs are measured and assessed at least once within a given academic
program review cycle (3 yrs). The discipline faculty determine the schedule for assessment of SLOs for
their courses/program. For example, they may stagger the measurement of SLOs over the 3 year
period. At SWC, every instructional and non‐instructional unit is involved in the SLO assessment process
throughout the academic year. SLO data is collected every semester depending on the schedule for
assessment of SLOs that is established by each discipline/unit
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West Hills College Lemoore assesses all SLOs for all courses in the fall term of alternate years. Program
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x level outcomes are evaluated in the years when course level outcomes are not assessed.
Katrina's clear and concise description of Grossmont's process resembles very closely my former and

Canada

x

x current college's process.
We are scheduled to do one sixth of our course, certs and majors every year in a six year cycle aligned
with accreditation cycles. We are in year 4 and have assessed all courses at least one slo but are
woefully behind on certs and majors so that's a big push this year
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Where I recently came from (Cerritos College), we assessed every course every year. At Crafton, it does
not sound like we are at that level yet, but I intend to get us to assess and collecting assessment data
every year.
Lassen College collects course assessment every semester and program assessment annually. Data
analysis is included in program reviews.
At Oxnard College,
College, programs are assessed annually, and every course is assessed every four semesters

x to allow time in between assessments to evaluate the data and make modifications where necessary
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Our institution assesses Course level SLOs every semester and Program level, PLOs, every year. Not
every SLO is assessed in a given course but we assess the same SLO or SLOs for all sections of a given
course

Copper Mountain
x
Foothill

At MiraCosta we are on the same 6‐year cycle of assessing course and program SLOs. However we are
planning on revisiting the cycle this year to reduce the time period of assessment from 6 to 3 years.
There are some departments that do assess SLOs on an annual basis, but the campus norm is the 6 year
cycle.
Fresno City College has adopted a general plan for regular, ongoing, and systematic assessment of
course‐level Student Learning Outcomes. All SLOs for all courses should be assessed at a minimum of
once before each Instructional Program Review. Assessment activity should take place during each
semester. Disciplined faculty in each department/area of the college determine the cycle based on the
following options:
Our practice is also similar to Grossmont’s
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At Foothill, we assess course and program level SLOS on an annual basis, and include the analysis in our
annual program reviews.
Barstow collects assessment data every semester.
At a minimum, we assess every three years, however; many of our core courses may be assessed more
often depending on the assessment results. If the assessment results demonstrate that a change is
needed, the faculty will change how they are teaching a particular SLO and then sometimes retest the
next semester to see if this intervention had the desired effect.

7 We collect every semester, but different courses and SLOs are being assessed every semester….

